Introduction {#S1}
============

Developmental dyslexia (which will henceforth be referred to simply as "dyslexia") involves deficits in phonological processing of written and spoken language and visual processing of text ([@B230]; [@B240]; [@B272]; [@B253]; [@B90]; [@B165]; [@B43]; [@B243]; [@B259]; [@B83]). Substantial evidence suggests that impaired auditory processing reflects a deficit whereby neuronal populations fail to phase-lock to the temporal frequency of speech sounds. This underlies impaired coding of spoken syllables and phonemes, which is essential to phonological processing \[Goswami's temporal sampling framework (TSF), 2011\]. Studies support the notion that temporal sampling of the rhythmic aspects of spoken language (such as syllables and prosody) enhances neural synchrony specifically at theta and gamma frequencies ([@B90]; [@B236], [@B235]; [@B113]; [@B98]; [@B206], [@B91]; [@B93]; [@B39]; [@B89]). Conversely, dyslexic readers have demonstrated impaired sensitivity to speech sounds, and lower theta and gamma synchronization in the auditory domain ([@B157]; [@B98]; [@B93]; [@B156]; [@B116]). However, investigation into oscillatory (brainwave) activity in the visual domain in dyslexia is limited. Cortical activity in general demonstrates remarkable consistency across operational domains -- a cortical parsimony, where the brain uses similar mechanisms to support different types of cognitive function and behaviors ([@B23]; [@B278]). Such cortical parsimony might logically apply to dyslexia, where deficits in the visual and auditory domains share common neurological mechanisms. It is well established that oscillatory phase-locking to visual stimuli occurs during visual processing ([@B95]; [@B58], [@B57]; [@B140]; [@B102]; [@B250]; [@B177]; [@B251]; [@B48]; [@B233]; [@B195]; [@B134]), and typical reading has been associated with changes at the theta ([@B135]; [@B9], [@B10]; [@B184]; [@B180]), gamma ([@B202]; [@B275]), and combined theta--gamma frequencies ([@B280]; [@B97]; [@B8]; [@B277]; [@B185]; [@B13]). Early evidence also indicates that dyslexic readers have altered patterns of neuronal connectivity ([@B284]) and lower levels of theta activity compared to typical readers ([@B245]; [@B86]).

A generalized cross-domain temporal sampling deficit in dyslexia has been proposed, and already has some theoretical support ([@B167]; [@B126]; [@B88]; [@B136]; [@B262], [@B263]; [@B87]; [@B196]; [@B160]; [@B99]; [@B239]). Here, we aim to expand on the evidence of oscillatory phase-locking in visual processing and theta-gamma activity during typical reading and propose a visual correlate to the auditory TSF of dyslexia. Consistent with the auditory TSF we suggest that impaired oscillations in the visual domain -- specifically at the theta and gamma frequencies -- hinder effective visual temporal sampling and parsing of text.

We also aim to provide a possible link between the auditory TSF and another dominant theory of dyslexia, that is the magno-dorsal deficit hypothesis. Considerable evidence indicates the visual deficits in dyslexia are associated with changes to the magnocellular pathway within the dorsal visual stream^[1](#footnote1){ref-type="fn"}^ which results in difficulties encoding and processing the low-spatial high-temporal characteristics of text ([@B5]; [@B242]; [@B44]; [@B228]; [@B259], [@B260]; [@B265]; [@B62]). We hypothesize that this magno-dorsal deficit is one which affects neural synchrony within and between magnocellular dominated visual pathways. Generalized magnocellular abnormalities as a result of early immune attack or genetic anomalies ([@B45]; [@B40]; [@B200]; [@B125]) may influence the power and phase-coordination of neural firing ([@B60]; [@B283]; [@B125]). This could happen in one two ways. The generation of neuronal oscillations and synchrony within clusters of neurons and/or between clusters of neurons in different areas can be affected if timing of neuronal events is disrupted. Another additional factor is the morphological pathology in an area that could alter the resonance frequency of cells in responding to top-down signals, the resonance frequency of neurons being dependent on their biophysical characteristics of the cell and the local circuitry it is embedded in [@B114], [@B262]. Remarkable parallels to the auditory TSF can be found in the magno-dorsal stream in reading and dyslexia at both theta and gamma frequencies (see [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Eye movements during reading are driven by magno-dorsal areas, and in non-dyslexic readers, occur at a systematic theta frequency. However, dyslexic readers have erratic patterns of eye movements during reading, resulting in non-rhythmic fixations and saccades ([@B210]). This could be an indication of theta frequency, fixation related, action potentials -- or an impairment of them -- in early visual sensory areas during reading and dyslexia, respectively. Evidence of theta and gamma neuronal synchronization during visual processing can be found specifically along the magno-dorsal pathway. At the "bottom-end," retinal gamma activity has been identified in spatio-temporal tasks that isolate magnocellular activity in normal readers, yet it is not apparent in dyslexia ([@B199]; [@B133]; [@B87]). At the "top-end" of the pathway \[the posterior parietal cortex (PPC)\], visual attention and processing involves increased low gamma (25--45 Hz) synchronization ([@B222]), which has already been shown to be significantly lower in the auditory cortex in dyslexia ([@B155]). We suggest that theta--gamma cross-frequency coupling, which occurs when processing spoken language, also occurs along the magno-dorsal pathway during top-down attentional modulation and bottom-up processing of visual stimuli ([@B270]; [@B50]; [@B107]; [@B274]).

###### 

Parallels in neuronal activity in the auditory temporal sampling framework and magno-dorsal hypothesis of reading and dyslexia.

                                         Theta activity                                                                                                           Gamma activity
  -------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Auditory temporal sampling framework   • Phase-locking to theta frequency syllabic sounds, impaired in dyslexia                                                 • Phase-locking to gamma frequency phonemic sounds, impaired in dyslexia
                                                                                                                                                                  • Cross-frequency coupling to enable higher-order phonological processing, impaired in dyslexia
                                                                                                                                                                  
  Magnocellular-dorsal network           • Theta frequency eye-movements during non-dyslexic reading; absence of theta rhythm eye-movements in dyslexic readers   • FD illusion demonstrates higher threshold (impaired) in dyslexia to high frequency temporal + magnocellular- sensitive task compared to typical readers
                                         • Projections form magno-dorsal areas (PPC and MT/V5) involved in oculomotor control during reading                      • Gamma in posterior parietal cortex enables higher-order visual processing, significantly lower in dyslexia
                                                                                                                                                                  • Top-down gamma inducement with visual attention
                                         • Claustral theta output might promote neural synchrony between dorsal and early visual cortical areas                   • Gamma activity in LGN and visual cortex

After reviewing the literature on the current neurobiological theories of reading and dyslexia and the evidence for them, we will consider the possibility of a visual TSF, where theta and gamma activity along the magno-dorsal pathway enable the visual cognitive processes required for reading. We will present two alternative models of a magno-dorsal TSF. Model 1 is a direct correlate to the auditory TSF, whereby theta frequency eye movements act as a stimulus that causes oscillations in visual sensory areas to synchronize at theta, and thereby induce higher-order magno-dorsal gamma activity. A potential flaw with this model is that, unlike listening to spoken language (an external environmental stimuli), attending to text is a process driven internally by the reader. Considering this, we also present Model 2, a top-down-bottom-up magno-dorsal oscillatory circuit where endogenous gamma synchronization enables top-down direction of visual attention to text, and couples with theta signals in early visual sensory areas for the bottom-up temporal filtering of text.

Cognitive Deficits in Developmental Dyslexia {#S2}
============================================

Dyslexia is a universal and persistent form of low literacy in which a child fails to learn to read at an age-appropriate rate (e.g., [@B232]). The disorder is found across languages and is not associated with intelligence, age, education or other neurological deficits ([@B232]). It is well recognized that dyslexia is associated with cognitive deficits in auditory processing of spoken language and visual processing of text -- both of which may be essential for a child to learn to read.

Auditory processing of spoken language is fundamental for the development of phonological and lexical knowledge. Phonological awareness in children is a strong predictor of reading ability later in life ([@B281]), and it is well recognized that this is impaired in most children with dyslexia ([@B90]; [@B231]; [@B285]; [@B88]; [@B156]), even though a clear causal connection has not been established ([@B36]; [@B266]; [@B261]). In typical readers, phonological knowledge is amassed via decoding sound components (phonemes) in spoken language ([@B234]). This requires recognizing the temporal order of speech sounds, rapid and accurate word recognition, rhythmic stress, and coding information in short-term memory ([@B112]; [@B91]). Decreased perceptual sensitivity to sound-segments in language, rhythmic stress, and timing of speech have been demonstrated in dyslexia, indicating problems in auditory processing ([@B90]; [@B231]; [@B285]; [@B91]; [@B92]).

During fluent reading, phonological knowledge is coordinated with visual processing to make lexical sense of images captured as the eye moves along a passage of text ([@B105]). This requires effective oculomotor control and rapid higher-order visual processing, both of which are disrupted in dyslexia. Dyslexic readers have difficulties conducting visual search and orienting attention among cluttered environments, ([@B265], [@B266]; [@B62], [@B61]; [@B227]; [@B188]), processing low spatial frequency arrays ([@B5]; [@B228]), feature binding ([@B197]), coding the temporal sequences of words and letters within words ([@B242]; [@B44]; [@B259], [@B260]; [@B265]; [@B62]), and convergence of images from left and right eyes ([@B121]).

Dyslexic children also display differences in oculomotor control during reading. Typical readers move their eyes linearly and rhythmically across text, making continuous saccades and fixations ([@B210]). Saccades move the eye from one location to the next over a period of approximately 25--50 ms. Their purpose is to bring a new region of text into foveal vision -- the area of the eye that provides the highest visual resolution. Between saccades, the eye remains relatively still for 200--300 ms in a fixation, allowing for more detailed analysis of a section of text ([@B210]). Predominately, the eye progresses forward (left-to-right in left-to-right scripts or the reverse in right-to-left scripts) along a line of text making regular progressive fixations. Occasionally, the eye moves backward and fixates on a section of text that has already been read. This is known as regressive fixation and occurs when text needs revising for comprehension ([@B210]). These eye movements differ significantly in dyslexia. Children with dyslexia also do not demonstrate normal developmental gains in eye movements when reading (see [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Typically, as children gain proficiency in cognitive processing during reading, they are able to move their eyes more rapidly along a passage of text. Progressive fixations become shorter, saccades travel further and fewer regressive fixations are required ([@B210]). However, these oculomotor developmental gains are not evident to a similar extent in dyslexic children ([@B153]; [@B242]; [@B16]). Child and adult dyslexic readers demonstrate erratic visual search patterns and make more frequent, lengthier fixations in comparison to non-dyslexic readers ([@B1]; [@B55]; [@B153]; [@B176]; [@B242]). As such, dyslexic readers do not demonstrate an efficient rhythmic pattern of saccades and fixations.

![Comparison of eye-movements during reading. **(Left image)**: Normal reader. Fixations (represented by dots) and saccades (represented by the connecting lines) occur in a linear fashion at an approximate temporal frequency of 4 Hz. **(Right image)**: Dyslexic reader. Fixations (represented by dots) occur erratically with no rhythmic temporal pattern (figure adapted from [@B207]).](fnhum-14-00213-g001){#F1}

Neurophysiological Theories and Evidence Pertinent to Reading and Dyslexia {#S3}
==========================================================================

The Auditory Temporal Sampling Framework {#S3.SS1}
----------------------------------------

The neurobiological aetiology of impaired language processing is thought to be a deficit in the synchronization of oscillatory populations in the auditory domain, whereby coding of spoken language is impaired due to inept neuronal phase-locking to the theta temporal frequency of spoken language. It is well established that neuronal populations actively react to rhythmic events in the environment ([@B31]; [@B144]; [@B32]). When neuronal populations in sensory brain areas attend to repetitive stimuli they phase-lock ("tune in") to the temporal structure of that stimulus and synchronize their firing rate to that frequency, a process called oscillatory entrainment ([@B144]; [@B32]). Temporal sampling and oscillatory entrainment at low frequencies are thought to be crucial to the perceptual sensory processing, allowing environmental stimuli with repetitive and predictable rhythms -- such as speech -- to be distinguished more easily than unpredictable non-rhythmic stimuli ([@B31]; [@B170]; [@B224]; [@B32]).

The auditory temporal sampling hypothesis builds on the understanding that the regular rhythmic sequence of spoken syllabic sound-segments occurs at an approximate theta frequency ([@B88]). That is, spoken syllables occur approximately every 200--300 ms. It is thought that neuronal populations in the auditory domain phase-lock to speech-sounds, synchronizing their oscillations to a theta frequency and initiating the cortical activity required for cognitive encoding of amplitude and temporal order information of phonemes ([@B90]; [@B170]; [@B236], [@B235]; [@B88], [@B89]; [@B98]; [@B91]; [@B93]). It is thought that unstable theta phase-locking in sensory auditory areas results from an oscillatory synchronization deficit throughout the auditory pathway, disrupting effective phonological processing ([@B88]) (refer to [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Compared to typical readers, children with dyslexia have significantly reduced theta activity when completing phonological tasks ([@B236], [@B235]) and when listening to theta frequency auditory stimuli ([@B113]; [@B98]; [@B206]; [@B39]). Decreased perception to speech-sound frequencies have also been identified in newborns at risk of dyslexia ([@B249]). However, low-frequency theta waves in sensory areas alone are insufficient for enabling higher temporal rates of parsing needed for complex cognitive processing of language. It is thought that higher-order phonological processing is enabled by cross-frequency coupling of phase-locked theta oscillations to gamma oscillations ([@B155], [@B154]; [@B96]; [@B166]).

![Stylized representation of [@B88] auditory temporal sampling framework (TSF). Syllabic sounds in spoken language occur at a theta frequency. It is hypothesized that when neuronal populations in the auditory domain attend to speech-sounds they phase-lock (entrain) to this theta frequency. Figure adapted from [@B196].](fnhum-14-00213-g002){#F2}

### Cross-Frequency Oscillatory Coupling {#S3.SS1.SSS1}

Cross-frequency coupling is a well-recognized mechanism by which an oscillatory population synchronized at one frequency modulates another neuronal population to synchronize at a distinct, second, frequency ([@B34]; see [@B123] for a review). Coupling of theta and gamma oscillations in particular occurs throughout the brain, and has been demonstrated in the hippocampus ([@B21]; [@B4]; [@B14]), auditory cortex ([@B143]; [@B70]), posterior parietal cortex ([@B101]), and between the frontal and posterior parietal cortices ([@B77]). Coupling of alpha and gamma frequencies has also been shown between parietal and frontal areas ([@B276]). Functionally, cross-frequency coupling leads to modulation of high frequency oscillations by low frequency oscillations, enabling entrainment to behaviorally relevant external sensory occurrences and internal cognitive events ([@B35]). It is also an important mechanism for rapid neuronal communication between distant brain locations ([@B224]), with gamma oscillations operating as a functional mechanism at the local population level, and theta oscillations working to temporally coordinate activities of these populations across large-scale cortical networks ([@B162]).

Theta--gamma cross-frequency coupling is thought to be integral to speech encoding ([@B117], [@B116]; [@B96]). After entraining to the syllabic structure of speech sounds, lower-order theta oscillations drive synchronized neuronal spiking at gamma frequencies (such that gamma activity becomes nested within synchronized theta spikes) to enable higher-order auditory encoding ([@B145]; [@B117], [@B116]). When processing speech, theta-gamma coupling could enhance signal transfer, as well as increasing the amplitude of gamma waves to enable swift higher-order phonological decoding of speech ([@B145]; [@B117], [@B116]; [@B96]).

Another possibility that underlies speech encoding is that coupled theta and gamma oscillations are in play throughout the auditory network in a bottom-up response to two distinct temporal frequencies in speech ([@B82]; [@B84]). Generally, a theta--gamma "neural code" is thought to enable discrimination and temporal ordering of sequential sensory stimuli ([@B162]). As well as the theta frequency of syllabic chunks (approximately four syllables per second), speech acoustics simultaneously consist of high gamma frequency phonemes (the smallest constituent of language) ([@B82]; [@B84]). In order to process syllables and phonemes, the neuronal response to speech might be temporal sampling at theta and gamma frequencies simultaneously ([@B82]; [@B84]). Theta and gamma frequency oscillations might harmonize in a bottom-up manner for early encoding of both aspects of the speech acoustic. This model of theta--gamma activity has indeed been demonstrated whereby each frequency not only tracks the syllabic and phonetic components of speech respectively, but coordination of theta--gamma oscillations enables the listener to code the temporal order of phonemes within a syllable ([@B116]).

Thus, cross-frequency coupling enables sensory areas of the brain which capture language stimuli to communicate rapidly with higher-order brain areas for real-time processing of language input ([@B82]; [@B84]; [@B116]). We propose that it is also possible that theta--gamma cross-frequency coupling occurs not only during auditory processing of spoken language, but also during visual processing of written text ([@B270]; [@B50]; [@B107]; [@B278]; [@B262]), and that such theta--gamma coupling may be impaired in the visual as well as auditory domains in dyslexia ([@B262]).

Theta and Gamma Oscillations During Reading {#S3.SS2}
-------------------------------------------

Investigations into cortical oscillatory activity during typical reading have found changes in gamma, theta, and combined gamma--theta activity during word and sentence processing. Significant increases in widespread cortical theta synchronization have been observed during reading ([@B135]), as well as localized theta increases over the occipital cortex ([@B10]), frontal cortex ([@B184]), and posterior cortex ([@B184]). These studies used word recognition and lexical-semantic violation tasks, leading to conclusions that theta synchronization enables working memory during reading ([@B184]), for example lexical-semantic retrieval and word recognition ([@B135]; [@B9], [@B10]), with the rationale that (i) temporal sequences are encoded within theta band oscillations ([@B163]; [@B162]) and (ii) theta waves play a key role in the maintenance of temporal order in working memory ([@B135]; [@B9], [@B10]; [@B214]). Remarkably, theta synchronization has been time-locked to the onset of sentence reading ([@B8]), akin to the theta phase-locking that occurs when listening to spoken language ([@B90]; [@B236], [@B235]; [@B170]; [@B88], [@B89]; [@B98]; [@B91]; [@B93]).

Gamma activity has been observed during sentence reading with semantic violation tasks ([@B202]) and language prediction tasks ([@B275]), leading to the suggestion that gamma frequency oscillations enable top-down linguistic predictions to pair with bottom-up input ([@B160]; [@B275]). Studies have also identified increases in *both* theta and gamma oscillations during sentence reading ([@B280]; [@B277]; [@B182]) and semantic processing tasks ([@B97]; [@B8]). Word-reading paradigms have demonstrated widespread ([@B13]) and frontal-occipital ([@B185]) bi-directional theta and gamma phase-locking, indicating oscillatory activity is involved in both top-down attentional and predictive processes, as well as bottom-up analysis of incoming text stimuli ([@B185]).

Despite the above studies showing specific oscillatory dynamics in the visual areas associated with reading, there are only a few studies that have investigated oscillatory activity during reading in people with dyslexia. However, the evidence so far indicates that people with dyslexia have significantly fewer and altered neural network connections ([@B284]), as well as lower levels of theta activity during reading ([@B245]; [@B86]). Analysis of theta frequency network connections over the temporal and parietal cortices during reading indicate non-dyslexic readers have widespread oscillatory networks that are both quantitatively and qualitatively greater than those in dyslexic readers ([@B245]). Furthermore, there is a positive correlation between reading ability and the number and power of neuronal networks in children with dyslexia ([@B284]). Not only do connectivity networks differ during reading, EEG measures at resting-state with eyes closed show widespread theta activity is significantly less in dyslexic children compared to non-dyslexic children ([@B86]).

We propose that this increased theta and gamma activity during typical reading, as well as altered neuronal networks in dyslexia, are indicative of oscillatory activity in reading and dyslexia beyond just phonological processing in the auditory domain. It is possible that theta and gamma networks are involved in visual processing during reading in a manner similar to the auditory temporal sampling hypothesis (TSH). A visual TSF might also provide a theoretical link between the auditory TSF and another current influential theory of dyslexia, namely the magno-dorsal deficit hypothesis.

Magno-Dorsal Deficit Hypothesis of Dyslexia {#S3.SS3}
-------------------------------------------

At present, the prominent theory accounting for visual deficits in dyslexia is an impairment in the magnocellular-dominated dorsal pathway (see [@B238], [@B239] for reviews). The unique physical and functional characteristics of magnocells enable visual processes essential to reading ([@B168]). Magnocellular axons are thick and myelinated, allowing for rapid signal conduction (i.e., high-temporal frequency processing). This enables magnocells to respond quickly to stimulation and provide rapid bottom-up information transfer for the visuo-spatial attention network essential for reading ([@B259]; [@B265]).

Magno-dorsal processing can be examined using visual paradigms which exploit magno-dorsal characteristics (see [@B238] for a full review) and compared to controls, dyslexic readers have significant difficulties in magno-dorsal isolating paradigms (typically involving low-spatial -- high-temporal frequency stimuli). Dyslexic readers demonstrate destabilization of the binocular fixation necessary for convergence of images from the left and right eyes ([@B243]) -- suggesting a possible deficit in magnocellular activity. Hindrance of saccadic suppression results in the superimposition of successive images ([@B243]) and may indicate a functional deficit in MT/V5 in dyslexia. Alterations in oculomotor control and motion perception ([@B56]; [@B49]) also indicate variances in MT/V5 and/or PPC functionality and can underlie poor orthographic skills. Higher-order dorsal processing deficits in dyslexia include difficulties in orienting and allocating visual attention ([@B62], [@B61]), sub-lexical processing ([@B242]; [@B44]; [@B259], [@B260]; [@B265]; [@B62]), spatial processing ([@B5]; [@B228]), and feature binding ([@B197]).

Deficits in magnocellular processing have been identified as early as the retina using the spatial frequency doubling (FD) illusion ([@B199]; [@B87]). This finding is significant in that it shows differences between dyslexic and non-dyslexic readers not only in magnocellular processing *per se*, but also in oscillatory synchronization at a gamma frequency at the earliest point of the magno-dorsal pathway. The illusion is produced by a 0.1-4 c/deg grating, flickering in temporal counterphase at \>15Hz (i.e., extending to the gamma frequency range), which yields the perception that the grating is double the actual spatial frequency ([@B128], [@B129]; [@B173]). The illusion occurs due to functional characteristics of M(y) cells in the retina ([@B15]) and lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN; [@B174]), akin to full-wave rectification in signal processing ([@B129]). Dyslexic readers have significantly higher spatial and temporal threshold to the FD illusion presented at 18 Hz ([@B87]), 25 Hz ([@B199]), and 50 Hz ([@B133]) compared to non-dyslexic readers, indicating that a specific magnocellular oscillatory synchronization deficit may exist as early as the retina. Pre-readers at risk of dyslexia show the same threshold differences to the FD illusion presented at 50 Hz ([@B133]) and illiterate, semi-literate, and literate adults are all equally sensitive to the illusion presented at 50 Hz ([@B68]). This suggests that sensitivity to the FD illusion is not dependant on magnocellular development as a child learns to read and is therefore not a *consequence* of failing to learn to read ([@B133]; [@B69]). Furthermore, individual differences in sensitivity to the FD illusion are predictive of reading performance in dyslexic children ([@B87]).

That dyslexic readers are less sensitive to the FD illusion is important in linking deficits in retinal magnocellular populations to putative deficits in neural responses to stimuli that occur at the gamma frequency at the commencement of the magno-dorsal pathway. Building on this, as well as the evidence of theta and gamma activity during reading and decreased neural connectivity in dyslexia, the remainder of this paper will explore the possibility that the visual deficits in dyslexia may be due to inadequate oscillatory synchrony within the visual system ([@B126]; [@B262]). We hypothesize that unstable phase-locking at the frequencies necessary for the ordered sampling and processing of text -- especially between magnocellular populations and in their gating function on other pathways -- may occur in the visual domain in a manner similar to the auditory Temporal Sampling Framework or TSF ([@B88]).

Temporal Organization of Magnocells {#S4}
===================================

We suggest that the deficit in dyslexia may be one of impaired functional connectivity between magnocellular-driven populations in the dorsal pathway. Damage to the neuronal structure or connections of magnocells might hinder synaptic communication within and between magnocellular-driven populations in the dorsal stream and also in their feedback signals to early visual areas, destabilizing oscillatory synchrony at the frequencies required for visual processing during reading.

The physical and functional characteristics of magnocells suggest magnocellular populations are ideal for rapid neuronal entrainment. Healthy magnocells are large and have thick, myelinated axons, which enable rapid signal communication of information. Their transient response characteristics ([@B54]; [@B127]; [@B106]) make them ideally suited for achieving a high degree of precision in any kind of high frequency temporal sampling and in coincidence detection of neural spiking events, which are essential for creating a neural code based on synchronized oscillations. Thus, retinal and LGN magnocells have an inherent capacity for population-level phase-locking to repeated stimuli as their action potentials reset in phase with rapid stimulus shifts ([@B212]; [@B211]; [@B30]). By synchronizing their firing phases, magnocells dramatically increase their functional capacity and can encode larger volumes of text at a more detailed level ([@B51]; [@B2]).

However, magnocells are highly vulnerable to damage -- possibly from immunological attack *in utero* or genetic mutations ([@B45]; [@B40]; [@B200]; [@B125]). Myelin damage has been found in dyslexic adults at autopsy ([@B111]), which is known to occur in response to immune attacks before neuronal myelination is complete, i.e., *in utero* or within the first year of life ([@B190]; [@B146]). Immunological attack is also associated with neurons that are smaller in size and number ([@B45]; [@B40]), changes which correspond to a decline in neuronal function and transsynaptic communication ([@B60]; [@B283]). Compared to controls, dyslexic readers have also been found to have fewer and smaller magnocells at autopsy, with magno-dorsal layers of the LGN being over 20% smaller than non-dyslexic readers ([@B165]; [@B79]; [@B64]). These alterations in cell morphology are likely to affect the functional capabilities of magnocells. Injury to myelin, impaired axonal development and dendritic arborization, as well as poor neuronal migration, would likely result in smaller, disorganized magnocellular populations which are impaired in both firing power and ability to synchronize their oscillatory phases at both the single-cell and population levels. Indeed, a number of genetic mutations in dyslexia have been identified to directly impact neuronal connectivity and have been linked to rhythmic dysfunction (see [@B200]; [@B125] for more detailed discussions on dyslexia and genetics).

Alongside the evidence of theta and gamma activity during reading, altered neural connections in dyslexia and retinal magnocellular temporal response functions as deduced from FD illusion studies, these genetic and physiological changes raise questions as to whether the impaired magno-dorsal processing in dyslexia may be due to impaired temporal processing in magnocellular-driven cortical circuitry. Given that impaired oscillatory synchrony occurs at theta and gamma frequencies in dyslexia in the auditory domain, cortical parsimony indicates oscillations in the visual domain in the magno-dorsal stream could also be impaired at gamma and theta frequencies, as well as affecting cross-frequency coupling of theta and gamma oscillations.

Impaired Theta Oscillatory Synchronization in Visual Processing During Reading {#S5}
==============================================================================

As discussed earlier, reading entails rapid shifts in visual stimuli that occur as the eye moves along a line of text ([@B210]). Given that magnocells respond to alterations in stimuli by resetting their action potentials ([@B212]; [@B211]; [@B30]), each eye movement during reading might cause a phase-reset of retinal magnocells ([@B174]). Lateral geniculate nucleus single cell action potentials also consistently correlate with the temporal rate of visual stimulus presentation in animal studies, which is thought to enable coding of stimulus features ([@B46]; [@B131]; [@B223]). Eye movements during reading occur systematically and rhythmically, and as highlighted by [@B196] and [@B262] occur at low theta frequencies. During reading, the average saccade takes roughly 30 ms ([@B210]) and the average fixation lasts approximately 225 ms ([@B210]). Thus, during reading a new fixation commences approximately every 255 ms, equating to a temporal sampling rate of approximately 4 Hz. We propose that this is a visual correlate to the temporal sampling of theta frequency syllabic speech-sounds hypothesized in the auditory TSF (refer to [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Theta frequency eye movements may be indicative of theta frequency fixation related potentials in lower-order areas of the visual pathway, correlating to the auditory domain's theta phase-locking in response to spoken language. Indeed, visuospatial processing has been shown to correlate with ongoing theta activity around the time of saccades ([@B180]), and a significant increase in theta synchronization has been time-locked to onset of sentence reading ([@B8]). Furthermore, given dyslexic readers have erratic, non-rhythmic eye movements during reading, we suggest that this is indicative of unstable theta activity early in the magno-dorsal pathway. Dyslexic readers typically have a decreased temporal frequency rate of fixations due to increased fixation frequency and increased fixation dwell time ([@B210]), which could be inadequate for encoding visual information.

![Stylized representation of a possible visual correlate to the auditory temporal sampling framework. It is hypothesized that in normal reading theta frequency fixations entrain theta brainwave activity in the visual domain, thus supporting cognitive visual processing during reading (figure adapted from [@B196]).](fnhum-14-00213-g003){#F3}

Beyond cortical parsimony to temporal sampling of spoken language, theta frequency sampling of text makes sense both behaviorally and functionally. From a basic mechanical point of view, physiological limitations make it unlikely that systematic eye movements could occur at frequencies beyond theta. Cognitively, oscillations are thought to act as a mechanism for controlling the timing in serial processing of sensory input ([@B163]) and low frequency temporal sampling would act as a control mechanism for information overload. When encoding spoken language, theta frequency phase-locking acts as a temporal filter or funnel, whereby auditory information is segmented into chunks for systematic analysis ([@B244]; [@B205]). This is because the volume capacity of neurons to encode information is bound by phase-locking to temporal changes in stimuli consistent with their temporal modulation transfer functions ([@B110]; [@B106]; [@B212]; [@B159]; [@B193]; [@B209]). Theta temporal sampling of text could act as a similar pre-processing or parsing of visual language. Text environments are cluttered with a low-spatial frequency between complex visual features of letters and words. The visual system could easily be overloaded and unable to effectively encode visual features if the eye were to shift too quickly along a passage of text. Low frequency temporal sampling and phase-locking could therefore act as a filter similar to the parsing of spoken language, maintaining a manageable signal-to-noise ratio of visual information (refer to [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

![Summary of the rationales for theta-frequency eye-movements during reading, which may be orchestrated by low-frequency claustral oscillatory output.](fnhum-14-00213-g004){#F4}

Gamma Synchronization Along the Magno-Dorsal Pathway {#S6}
====================================================

Low-level theta encoding is clearly important in sampling text as it reflects the oculomotor rhythm at which the eye moves across the page and is disrupted in dyslexia by poorly controlled saccadic movements. However, just as theta synchronization in the auditory domain is insufficient for complex phonological processing of spoken language, theta synchronization in the magno-dorsal pathway is unlikely to be sufficient for higher-order cognitive processing of text. Indeed, we will present evidence of gamma activity that has been identified along the magno-dorsal pathway and is associated with visual information processing and attention ([@B103], [@B104]; [@B76]; [@B222]; [@B155]; [@B11]). It is possible that magnocellular theta oscillations couple to gamma activity along the magno-dorsal pathway, mirroring the theta-gamma coupling that is hypothesized in the auditory TSF ([@B270]; [@B50]; [@B107]; [@B274]).

Building on the evidence discussed we will now present two possible models for a magno-dorsal visual TSF in reading and dyslexia. We will firstly consider the possibility of a direct visual correlate to the auditory TSF, where eye movements act as a stimulus to entrain theta oscillations in visual sensory areas, and couple to gamma oscillations along the magno-dorsal in a bottom-up manner (Model 1). We will then present an alternative hypothesis of a magno-dorsal TSF that is a top-down and bottom-up oscillatory circuit, where modulation of oscillations with reading initiates with gamma synchronization in the PPC to drive theta oscillations and theta frequency eye movements during reading (Model 2).

Model 1: a Visual-Temporal Sampling Model as a Bottom-Up Process {#S7}
================================================================

Analogous to the packets of auditory stimuli in spoken language, the actual oculomotor mechanics of reading might entrain magnocellular theta oscillations in the visual domain ([@B196]). Fixation-related potentials that occur as the eye moves along the text might account for the increase in theta power that occurs at the onset of sentence reading ([@B8]). Just as the auditory domain phase-locks to the theta frequency of syllabic speech sounds to enable phonological processing, oscillatory activity early in the visual pathway might phase-lock to theta frequency fixations that occur during reading ([@B196]). Support for this can be found in the LGN, where phase-locked oscillations encode information about stimulus shape ([@B80]; [@B179]), indicating the LGN uses temporal coding to maximize efficiency of information coding ([@B53]; [@B78]; [@B212]; [@B211]; [@B30]). It has been argued that saccades and the eye drifts between saccades favor the processing of low and high spatial frequencies respectively ([@B19]). This means, that when applied to the effect of eye movements during reading, saccades may favor the processing of words as blurred images, but during fixations, which are associated with slow eye drifts, the finer frequencies needed for letter identification are preferentially processed. As dyslexic readers have erratic patterns of fixations and saccades during reading ([@B242]; [@B227]), it is therefore likely they would have no stable temporal low-frequency stimulus to which magnocellular oscillations can phase-lock during reading ([@B196]), accounting for poor encoding of complex low-spatial text. Interestingly, re-training eye movements in dyslexic children using low theta frequency temporal stimuli has been shown to correspond with significant increases in visual perceptual capacity ([@B67]), which could be an indication of increased phase-locking to a stable theta stimulus.

However, as we described above, it is unlikely that theta entrainment alone would suffice for complex processing of text. We predict that visual temporal sampling as a bottom-up process could also drive modulation of gamma oscillations for higher-order processing of text. We also suggest that, parallel to the auditory TSF, poor theta phase-locking to eye movements in dyslexic subjects would impair effective theta-gamma coupling (refer to [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

![Representation of a hypothesized bottom-up model of visual temporal sampling during normal reading (Model 1). **(Top figure)**: Normal reading. 1. Eye-movements during reading occur at a theta-frequency and act as an entrainment stimulus. 2. Magnocellular oscillations in visual sensory areas phase-lock to the theta-rhythm of eye-movements, thus enabling visual coding of text. 3. Theta phase-locked oscillations drive cross-frequency oscillatory coupling to gamma. 4. Gamma oscillations become nested within entrained theta oscillations, thus enabling transfer of information to higher-order visual areas for processing of text. **(Bottom figure)**: Reader with dyslexia. 1. Dyslexic readers have erratic eye-movements during reading, generating no steady rhythm of visual stimulus shifts. 2. The action potentials of magnocells respond to each stimulus shift. 3. However, a lack of theta eye-movements means there is no stable rhythm to which magnocellular populations can entrain and this impairs coding of text. 4. Lack of theta synchronization in visual sensory areas means that cross-frequency coupling to gamma cannot occur, thus hindering communication of information along the magno-dorsal pathway 5. Lack of increased gamma synchronization in the PPC results in impaired processing of text.](fnhum-14-00213-g005){#F5}

One problem with a stand-alone bottom-up model of a visual TSF is that it does not account for the neuronal activity required to drive oculomotor activity. Attending to speech and reading a text are quite different processes. Listening to language is an exogenous attentional task, which, in comparison, is relatively passive, whereas reading involves endogenous, top-down attention and active, intentional control of eye movements. Our brain has no control over when another person speaks, necessitating rapid activation of temporal sampling of speech sounds, and bottom-up processing of sensory input. However, reading requires visual and oculomotor attention to be decisively directed to text when we choose to read. A magno-dorsal attention network has been suggested to generate top-down signals that selectively bias visual cortical activity ([@B85]; [@B108]; [@B42]) and has been hypothesized to be activated during reading ([@B259], [@B262]). Anticipatory control of visual attention during reading might activate a gaze control system that actively samples text in a temporal pattern that enhances processing of text by priming the visual system for input ([@B208]) and controlling for information overload. Thus, we will now present a hypothesis for a visual TSF -- a temporal oscillatory network where top-down attention modulates neuronal activity to sample text at a theta frequency, prior to sequential letter encoding during each fixation.

Top-Down Processes in Oscillatory Synchronization During Reading {#S8}
================================================================

As discussed earlier, a cross-frequency coupling relationship between gamma and theta oscillations is well evidenced ([@B123]; [@B164]). Although this relationship is most commonly described as low-frequency oscillations modulating the amplitude of higher frequency oscillations, there is also evidence of reverse directional functional coupling. Neurons not only modulate their firing in response to changes in stimulus (bottom-up), they also modulate their firing when attention is directed to an anticipated visual task (top-down) ([@B118]). Synchronized gamma oscillations in higher-order processing areas predict action potentials in lower down neuronal populations, causing high-to-low frequency coupling ([@B267]; [@B246]; [@B52]; [@B38]; [@B20]; [@B237]; [@B29]; [@B201]). Top-down highlow frequency coupling has been suggested to enable task-dependent top-down neuronal communication between different brain areas ([@B246]; [@B124]). In the task of attending to visual stimuli, gamma-driven theta synchronization has been suggested to enhance sensory encoding of visual environments ([@B118]). This mechanism may occur during reading, whereby attention modulated top-down gamma theta coupling along the magno-dorsal pathway could enable encoding of text. Indeed, increases in frontal-occipital theta and gamma synchronization have been observed immediately prior to reading target words ([@B185]).

Coupling of top-down attentional signals to lower frequencies during reading has also been suggested to contribute to word-to-word shifts of attention that occur with eye movements ([@B263]). This is consistent with the magno-dorsal pathway's involvement in visual attention and oculomotor control ([@B194]; [@B189]). Thus, an alternative hypothesis to Model 1 is that gamma theta coupling drives temporal sampling of text via theta frequency saccade-fixation movements. This is consistent with the auditory temporal sampling of theta frequency syllabic speech segments. We hypothesize in this model that theta frequency eye movements in turn reinforce theta phase-locking and propagates theta gamma coupling to complete an oscillatory circuit along the magno-dorsal pathway (see [Figures 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Consistent with general properties of cortical oscillatory networks, gamma synchronization might enable neuronal functioning at the local magnocellular population level, while theta synchronization might enable long-range communication and coordination between discrete magnocellular populations along the dorsal pathway ([@B270]; [@B31]). Furthermore, visual working memory appears to encode temporal information at a theta frequency and spatial information within gamma oscillations ([@B214]). Thus, the low-spatial high-temporal functional characteristics of magnocells might function optimally at theta and gamma frequencies during visual processing, and particularly so, given the low-spatial high-temporal characteristics underlying eye movements during reading.

![The magno-dorsal circuit. During bottom-up visual processing during reading signals from retinal magnocells are projected to magnocellular layers of the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN). From the LGN, signals are projected from the LGN to V1 (visual cortex), where, the visual pathway diverges into the dorsal ("where") and ventral ("what") streams. The dorsal pathway, dominated by magnocells, is constituted by a hierarchy of cortical areas, namely, V2, V3, MT/V5 and the posterior parietal cortex (PPC). In top-down visual attention during reading, neuronal signals are sent from the PPC to MT/V5, V2, V1 and LGN. The PPC and MT/V5 also project to the pre-frontal cortex (PFC), which plays a key role in the control of eye-movements during reading. The ventral stream, proceeds to V4 and further on to the inferior temporal cortex (ITC).](fnhum-14-00213-g006){#F6}

![Representation of the hypothesized magno-dorsal temporal sampling framework as a top-down and bottom-up process (Model 2). (**Top figure)** Normal reading: When visual attention in the posterior parietal cortex (PPC) is directed to text it drives a top-down modulation of oscillatory activity. Oscillations in the PPC synchronize to gamma and drive high-to-low cross-frequency coupling to theta. When oscillations in visual sensory areas synchronize at a theta frequency it causes eye-movements during reading to also occur at a theta frequency. (**Bottom figure)** Reader with dyslexia: When visual attention is directed to text, oscillations in the PPC fail to synchronize effectively at a gamma frequency. This in turn hinders also the effectiveness of the PPC in modulating top-down signals required for theta-controlled eye-movements during reading. Erratic eye-movements mean visual areas lack theta-phase-locking reinforcement, thus interrupting consolidation of theta-gamma activity and hindering bottom-up information transfer.](fnhum-14-00213-g007){#F7}

A possible source of the low, possibly theta, frequency input to early visual areas needed to parse text into chunks of letters in sync with eye movement shifts may be the claustrum. This is consistent with the recent proposal ([@B264]) of a detailed neuronal framework for a percipient suggestion by [@B47]. In view of claustrum's extensive anatomical connectivity with almost every cortical area, [@B47] suggested that its function may be to orchestrate and integrate activities across cortical areas, mediating a particular cognitive function at any instant of time. [@B229] have suggested that this may be done by facilitating neural synchrony between cortical areas. In providing a plausible neural basis for such a function, [@B264] suggest that claustrum's low frequency output may serve to amplify, by cross-frequency coupling, synchronized oscillations between cortical areas that are working together at any one time to execute a cognitive function. Since claustrum is the one brain region that is connected nearly reciprocally with every cortical area, in the case of reading a text, claustral output may serve to synchronize eye movements with the coarse parsing of text and, simultaneously, boost neural synchrony in the beta/low gamma range that is needed for parsing graphemes ([@B262]). The model describes a framework for the fast feedforward inhibitory circuit ([@B27]) implicated in the claustral model ([@B264]). This circuit may play a critical role not only in generating oscillations ([@B139]), but also in enhancing neural synchrony between the relevant cortical areas, pushing along the processing of graphemes at a gamma frequency and chunks of graphemes that are processed between saccades at a theta frequency. Reading requires processing of visual stimuli at multiple temporal scales ([@B94]) and if cross-frequency coupling is the mechanism that permits this, the claustrum is a good candidate to function as a central integrator that can facilitate synchrony at two temporal scales and also, by virtue of its unique connectivity, help to punctuate the stream of visual stimuli in the text, as described elsewhere ([@B264]). Though the application of the claustral hypothesis to reading is largely speculative and needs further empirical evidence, there is an intriguing fMRI study that shows strong bilateral recruitment of the claustrum by active learning of letters compared to passive viewing ([@B132]). Imaging studies of claustrum and its functional connections in normal readers and dyslexic subjects may reveal whether claustral activity is intimately involved in reading as proposed here.

Model 2: A Visual-Temporal Sampling Model as a Top-Down Bottom-Up Magno-Dorsal Oscillatory Circuit {#S8.SS1}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A possible alternative to Model 1 is a magno-dorsal TSF where visual processing during reading involves a dynamic interplay between top-down attention-driven oscillations and bottom-up stimulus evoked oscillatory synchronization. This is consistent with evidence presented earlier of widespread bi-directional theta and gamma phase-locking during word and sentence reading ([@B185]; [@B13]). In this model, theta and gamma oscillations synchronize as a mechanism for top-down predictive optimization of magno-dorsal cortical activity, as well as a bottom-up adaptive operation to enhance magno-dorsal processing during reading. It is possible that temporal sampling of text is driven by attention-modulated synchronization of higher-order magnocellular oscillations to a gamma frequency. This could drive a top-down goal-oriented modulation of magnocellular populations to synchronize at theta for the organized temporal sampling of text (see [Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}), a process that may be orchestrated by the claustrum ([@B264]). The combined evidence of altered neuronal networks, magnocellular damage, impaired magnocellular oscillatory activity, significantly lower gamma activity in magno-dorsal processing and the lack of theta frequency eye movements during reading, suggests this oscillatory circuit may be impaired in dyslexic readers.

Given that top-down attentional signals from PPC to frontal eye fields (FEF) ([@B28]) and from PPC to middle temporal visual area (MT) ([@B222]) have been identified, as well as top-down signals involved in visual search from the PPC to MT and then on to V1 ([@B258]; [@B22]; [@B178]), modulation of gamma oscillations during reading might arise from the "back end" of the dorsal stream network (see [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). We hypothesize that this occurs in the PPC, where increased gamma activity is shown to be linked to visual attention and planned saccadic movements ([@B222]; [@B226]; [@B255]; [@B175]; [@B158]; [@B213]). Attention-driven gamma signals directed from the PPC to the magno-dorsal V5/MT that have been identified ([@B222]) may be deployed by visual attention during eye movements and visually guided movements in general ([@B225]; [@B181]; [@B137]; [@B6]; [@B150]; [@B255]; [@B217]). Signals from the PPC also project to the FEF ([@B252]), where neuronal activity is thought to predicate premotor deployment of visuo-spatial attention ([@B257]), fixations ([@B119], [@B120]), smooth visual pursuit ([@B17]; [@B172]), and intentional saccadic movements ([@B215]; [@B25]; [@B169]; [@B59]; [@B142]). Furthermore, modulation of LGN oscillatory activity has been found to occur 300 ms before the beginning of a saccade ([@B152]), consistent with the notion of top-down modulation of neurons even in early sensory nuclei for the control of theta frequency eye movements.

This suggests that instead of eye movements during reading initiating theta phase-locking (as would occur in Model 1), top-down oscillatory synchrony could possibly drive the theta frequency oculomotor mechanics of attention, significantly enhanced by the claustrum as explained earlier. Anticipatory control of visual attention would enhance processing of attended stimuli by biasing the visual cortex before stimulus onset, priming the visual system for a temporal pattern of visual input that is a straightforward consequence of gaze control systems ([@B208]; [@B20]). Synchronized gamma signals might enable the spatio-temporal filtering of text by instigating theta oscillatory synchronization that controls eye movements, in a manner inverse of bottom-up signals in the auditory TSF. In other words, eye movements during reading could be driven by top-down goal-orientated gammatheta signal along the magno-dorsal-dorsal pathway. Applying Model 2 to dyslexia, ineffective gamma production could result in a theta magno-dorsal oscillatory deficit, resulting in erratic eye movements and thus poor temporal sampling of text by magno-dorsal-cells. Poor temporal filtering of text would bombard the magno-dorsal visual system with an overload of disordered information, affecting the encoding of magno-specific text characteristics as well as affecting the gating of graphemic information into the ventral stream for identification of letters and their temporal sequence. Thus, the full story of visual temporal sampling in dyslexia may in fact be a synthesis of a bottom-up mechanism (mirroring the auditory TSF) and a top-down mechanism (driven by the PPC and boosted and sequenced by the claustrum), creating a magno-dorsal oscillatory circuit which is impaired in dyslexia (refer to [Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}).

An Oscillatory Circuit {#S8.SS2}
----------------------

In an oscillatory "loop," bottom-up entrained theta oscillations might strengthen neuronal communication during reading via reciprocal frequency coupling to gamma -- in other words, top-down modulation of oscillations (as in Model 2) and bottom-up phase-locking (as in Model 1) might occur in concert to enable reading. Given that retinal magnocellular gamma activity is evidenced in the FD illusion ([@B199]; [@B87]), as well as findings of gamma activity in the LGN ([@B191]; [@B37]), it is possible that simultaneous theta and gamma activity occur along the entire magno-dorsal pathway, such that each frequency is nested within one another and modulating each other ([@B203]; [@B151]; [@B264]). Early support of such a circuit is in the identification of a rapid oscillatory loop between V1 and the LGN, where top-down signals and bottom-up signals influence each other, strengthening communication between the two areas ([@B24]).

The functional purpose of such a circuit could be three-fold. Firstly, it would enable the rapid communication between brain areas that is needed during reading. While gamma oscillations might enable operations at the local magnocellular population level ([@B162]), theta oscillations might temporally organize these population-level operations across different brain regions along the dorsal pathway ([@B162]). Secondly, reading graphemes (letters) in text occurs at a low gamma frequency. The average typical reading speed is 303 words per minute ([@B220]), equating to approximately 23 graphemes per second -- in other words, 23 Hz ([@B262]). This is also consistent with the temporal frequency of phonemes in spoken language ([@B262]). Theta--gamma synchronization in sensory visual areas might act as a "neural code" to enable discrimination and temporal ordering of sequential stimuli ([@B162]). While theta frequency eye movements "funnel" stimulus to control for information overload, simultaneous gamma oscillations might encode single letters, prior to processing letter-sequences (i.e., words) ([@B262]). Thirdly, as discussed earlier, gamma signals not only increase with attention *before* visual stimulus presentation, but also after stimulus onset, enabling detailed processing of bottom-up signals from external stimuli ([@B246]; [@B76]; [@B65]; [@B222]), consistent with concepts of top-down gating of incoming sensory stimuli ([@B268]; [@B269]; [@B253]; [@B259]). Thus, pre-stimulus top-down gamma synchronization might be enhanced by eye movement evoked phase-resetting of oscillations in visual sensory areas ([@B246]; [@B75]; [@B65]) and by the claustral circuit via theta-gamma coupling ([@B264]). In this way, the amalgamation and transfer of top-down attention and bottom-up information processing may be enabled by a two-way theta gamma coupling circuit ([@B270]; [@B50]; [@B107]; [@B12]; [@B77]; [@B273]). Conversely in dyslexia, unstable theta activity in oculomotor control could destabilize theta gamma oscillatory coupling and affect bottom-up transfer of textual information (see [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} for a summary of some of the evidence supporting a top-down and bottom-up magno-dorsal oscillatory circuit).

###### 

Some of the evidence of theta and gamma oscillatory processes along the magno-dorsal pathway during visual processing.

  Study                                        Experiment details                                                                                                                                             Results
  -------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Bottom-up oscillatory signals                                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                                                                              
  [@B221]                                      Conducted transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) over human FEF and compared trials with and without visual stimuli. Measured changes in fMRI activity        TMS modulation of oscillations over the FEF increased fMRI activity in V1, V2 and V3, and increased the perception of peripheral visual stimuli
  [@B74]                                       Single-cell recordings taken in V1 and V2 of an awake monkey during fixations on visual stimuli                                                                Stimulus induced fixations occurred with phase-locking of oscillations at gamma (50--90 Hz) between V1 and V2
  [@B11]                                       Local field potential recordings in monkeys in LGN and V1 in response to visual stimuli                                                                        Bottom-up LGN -- V1 phase synchronization in response to visual stimuli was positively correlated with synchronization at 2--10 Hz Gamma synchronization (44--52 Hz) was observed in V1 but not LGN in response to visual stimuli
  [@B50]                                       EEG recording from participants whilst completing a visual perception and short-term memory task                                                               Stimulus induced increase in gamma oscillations, correlated with the phase of theta oscillations
  [@B179]                                      Single-cell recordings from LGN in monkeys during presentation of visual stimuli that varied in shape and complexity                                           Temporal patterns of response of neuronal firing in LGN corresponded to changes in shape of visual stimuli
  [@B211]                                      Single-cell recordings from V1 in monkeys during sinusoidal grating visual stimulus                                                                            Observed temporal coding in V1 in response to contrast information in stimulus and timing of neuronal spikes varied as the spatial frequency varied. Suggested that temporal coding in V1 enables the visual pathway to distinguish among stimuli that evoke similar neuronal firing rates
  [@B76]                                       Single-cell recordings in visual cortex of cats while presenting contrasting visual stimuli with a temporal offset                                             Found increased gamma synchronization in visual cortex in response to stimulus changes
  [@B171]                                      EEG recordings from 12 human subjects while viewing a changing visual pattern                                                                                  Increased gamma (40 Hz) activity when changes in visual stimulus appeared in a regular temporal pattern
  [@B120]                                      Single-cell recordings in FEFs of 2 monkeys during a visual attention task                                                                                     Neurons in the FEF increased their firing rate at the start of a fixation and continued discharging during fixation
  [@B138]                                      Single-cell and multi-unit recordings taken in the V5/MT area of 2 monkeys while viewing a moving light visual stimulus                                        MT/V5 oscillations synchronized in response to light stimulus
                                                                                                                                                                                                              
  **Top-down oscillatory signals**                                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                                                                              
  [@B255]                                      MEG data collected during a visual stimulus designed to direct saccades toward and away from flashing stimulus                                                 Increased gamma synchronization in PPC found just before initiation of saccades toward the stimulus, suggesting PPC gamma involvement in controlling and planning saccades
  [@B6]                                        Injected C-deoxyglucose was used to trace neuronal activity in 6 monkeys during a visually-guided saccade task, and a memory saccade task                      Top-down signals deployed from MT/V5-foveal (which represents central vision) during visually-guided saccades and memory-guided saccades
  [@B119]                                      Micro-electrode stimulation conduced in the FEFs of 2 monkeys during a visual-behavioral task with eye-tracking                                                Top-down oscillatory projections from FEF increased with stimulation, associated with motor control of fixations and saccades.
  [@B26]                                       Performed micro-stimulation in FEF neurons of monkeys and compared neuronal firing to eye-movements                                                            Top-down oscillatory projections from FEF caused saccadic movements
  [@B59]                                       Single-cell recordings from FEFs in 2 monkeys during saccade task                                                                                              Top-down oscillatory projections from FEF directly associated with attention-driven saccadic movements
  [@B142]                                      Direct intracranial EEG recordings from FEFs in 3 humans to investigate time-course of oscillatory changes during saccadic movements                           FEF activity \>60 Hz associated with preparation and production of saccades
  [@B107]                                      EEG recordings while participants performed a visuo-spatial short-term memory task                                                                             Phase-matched theta and gamma activity occurred during task
  [@B222]                                      Single cell and local field potentials recorded simultaneously from areas LIP and MT in macaques                                                               Top-down signals from LIP to MT, with coherence in the gamma range, led to attentional enhancement of MT neuronal activity
                                                                                                                                                                                                              
  **Top-down bottom-up oscillatory circuit**                                                                                                                                                                  
                                                                                                                                                                                                              
  [@B248]                                      EEG recordings from 13 human participants, and time-frequency analysis used to assess oscillatory response to visual search task                               Gamma (35--38 Hz) oscillations phase-locked to temporal rate of changes in stimuli. Gamma amplitude also increased ∼280 ms post stimulus onset. Supports gamma synchronization occurs with top-down visual search and bottom-up feature-binding
  [@B247]                                      EEG recordings from 8 human participants, and time-frequency analysis used to assess oscillatory response to changes in visual stimulus                        Early increased gamma (40 Hz) synchronization which did not vary with changes in stimulus (possibly indicating top-down gamma increasing with visual attention). A second increase in gamma (40 Hz) at ∼280 ms post stimulus onset that required more complex feature binding
  [@B11]                                       Macaque study. Recorded simultaneous local field potentials in retinotopically aligned regions in the LGN and V1. Presented drifting grafting visual stimuli   Increase in visually evoked gamma power (30--100 Hz) in V1 and synchronized oscillations at 15--30 Hz with top-down interactions from V1 to LGN and increase in oscillations at 8--14 Hz with bottom-up interactions from LGN to V1
  [@B208]                                      Studied visual fixations, EEG and intracranial recordings in V1 in macaques. Analyzed stimulus vs. fixation related neuronal activity.                         Excitation commenced at fixation onset and continued for approx. 200 ms. This time frame brackets the arrival time of retinal inputs to V1 (bottom-up). Found significant phase concentration at 3--8 Hz, from 300 ms pre-fixation to 77.5 ms post fix. (top-down), but no sig. effects in other bands
  [@B24]                                       Single-cell recordings from V1 and LGN while electrically stimulating the LGN of 7 monkeys as they observed visual stimulus                                    Stimulation of LGN caused rapid bottom-up excitation in V1, followed by rapid top-down projections back to the LGN
  [@B20]                                       Single-cell recordings from V1 and V4 in macaques in paradigm that led attention to select one of two stimuli                                                  Attention causes selective synchronization of bottom-up signals from V1 to V4

Implications for Future Research {#S9}
================================

Testing the Hypothesis of a Visual TSF {#S9.SS1}
--------------------------------------

Much of the evidence for top-down and bottom-up oscillatory activity during visual processing so far comes from electrophysiological studies on monkeys. However, exploring the possibility of a magno-dorsal correlate to the auditory TSF would also require human studies using normal readers and dyslexic readers. One of the strengths of the visual TSF models we have presented is that they each generate a number of testable hypotheses. Identifying whether a magno-dorsal visual TSF exists in reading and is impaired in dyslexia could be investigated experimentally with functional imaging (for oscillatory activity and anatomical locations of that activity), eye tracking, transcranial stimulation and behavioral entrainment. Magnocellular-isolating stimuli have typically been used in studies to investigate differences between the two populations, however it will also be important to conduct experiments using reading tasks which require coding and cognitive processing of written language that cannot be fully replicated in other visual tasks. Preliminary aims of investigations would likely be to (1) identify if oscillatory synchronization at theta and gamma frequencies along the magno-dorsal pathway does indeed occur during reading; (2) identify whether magno-dorsal oscillatory synchronization occurs only in a bottom-up manner (i.e., do theta eye movements entrain theta oscillations and then drive gamma synchronization?) or in a top-down-bottom-up circuit (i.e., does gamma oscillatory activity initiate in PPC when a person starts reading? And is this followed by increased theta in sensory areas?) (3) is there a difference between dyslexic and non-dyslexic readers in the functioning of magno-dorsal oscillatory synchronization? What is the specific cognitive-behavioral effect of this difference? (4) Does the claustrum play a critical role in boosting the synchrony between cortical areas? and (5) Does claustral input to visual areas operate in the theta frequency apparent during reading, especially involving the areas classically known to be activated during reading, such as the parietal cortex and the visual word form area (VWFA)?

Isolating the specific phase-locked oscillatory activity between brain areas in visual processing using single cell recordings is one possibility. However, given that single-cell recordings are highly unlikely to involve human participants (these are typically conducted using monkeys) this method would be of less use in investigating magno-dorsal activity during normal and dyslexic reading. However, local field potentials from electrocorticogram (ECOG) from surface recordings in patients implanted with electrode arrays typically to investigate epileptogenic foci is a possibility for testing our models, if these areas happen to involve parietal and early visual areas.

Bottom-up oscillatory entrainment could be investigated by examining the relationship between individuals' eye movements during reading and theta and gamma activity. The use of eye tracking technology combined with neural imaging (ideally fMRI and MEG) that is time-locked to the eye tracker would enable oscillatory patterns to be examined in direct relation to fixations and saccades during reading. Given that individuals vary in both reading speed and resting alpha activity, it would be expected that their individual eye movement frequency would directly reflect their individual theta waves (between 3 and 7 Hz) if there is a direct association between the two (i.e., average eye movement frequency within the theta window would be same theta frequency as magnocellular oscillatory activity, with significant coherence between their phases). It would also be expected that along with erratic eye movements, dyslexic readers would demonstrate significantly lower theta activity. Eye tracking and imaging would similarly enable investigation of gamma synchronization during reading. Time-sequencing of neural activity would be important in examining the order of oscillatory changes in specific brain locations along the magno-dorsal pathway and may further the identification of top-down or bottom-up activity during reading, and possible oscillatory impairments in dyslexic readers.

One non-invasive technique that has been suggested as being effective in influencing cognitive functions and that can be used to test the validity of the visual TSF is transcranial electrical stimulation ([@B66]). Admittedly, one still needs to be cautious of the efficacy of the method (see [@B109]; [@B271]; [@B263]). The technique involves applying electrical stimulation on the scalp, either as direct current (tDCS) or alternating current (tACS). If the technique is proven to be of some effect, tACS can be used along with imaging and eye tracking studies to examine the direct relationship between synchronized oscillations and eye movements. The frequency of the alternating current can be adjusted according to experimental aims, with the conducting electrode placed on the scalp corresponding to a specific brain location of interest. When set to a specific frequency, the tACS electrical impulses are thought to stimulate neuronal firing in the underlying brain area. In this way, "enforced" oscillatory entrainment may be stimulated within neural populations. The effects of tACS can be measured both behaviorally and with imaging. Conducting tACS at a theta frequency over an area such as the FEF or MT/V5, combined with eye tracking and imaging, could be of interest in examining any top-down effects on eye movements. Furthermore, if bottom-up theta → gamma coupling occurs with theta frequency eye movements, it would be expected that an increase in gamma activity might be seen in the PPC. Alternatively, gamma frequency tACS could be applied over the PPC during reading. If a top-down gamma → theta network is in play, we would expect an increase in theta activity in sensory areas. If continuous theta ↔ gamma coupling occurs along the magno-dorsal pathway, we might expect to see an increase in gamma activity as well as theta activity in areas such as area V1 and perhaps even the LGN when gamma tACS is applied over the PPC. It would be important to examine any cognitive effects of tACS entrainment and we would expect that it would increase the effectiveness of visual processing during reading -- particularly in readers with dyslexia. This raises the possibility of therapeutic entrainment studies in dyslexic readers. However, given the controversy surrounding the effectiveness of transcranial electrical stimulation (reviewed in [@B263]), much work is needed to investigate the usefulness of this approach for correcting any temporal sampling deficit in dyslexia.

Therapeutic Neuronal Entrainment in Dyslexia {#S9.SS2}
--------------------------------------------

Although in its infancy, behavioral brainwave entrainment as a remedial tool is gathering evidence. Whereas tACS is not endorsed for use in children due to unknown long-term adverse effects, behavioral entrainment is safe and non-invasive. Given that dyslexia is a childhood developmental disorder, a neurological therapy should be child-friendly and could be of great use in targeting the brain-basis of dyslexia. The effectiveness of visual entrainment was demonstrated by [@B102] who used custom-made goggles that emitted a rapid flashing light at various frequencies (between 1 and 100 Hz). Oscillatory activity in response to the light significantly increased corresponding to the frequencies of 10, 20, 40 and 80 Hz. This light flicker entrainment mechanism has been since demonstrated in other imaging studies ([@B48]; [@B233]).

Positive effects of oscillatory entrainment have been demonstrated in attentional disorders ([@B279]), epilepsy ([@B3]), motor control ([@B254]), depression ([@B18]), Tourette's syndrome ([@B141]), communication and behavioral difficulties related to Autism Spectrum Disorder ([@B7]), and schizophrenia ([@B186], [@B187]). Applied to dyslexia, visual theta and/or gamma entrainment might optimize the condition of oscillatory activity in the magno-dorsal pathway. Combining reading exercises with behavioral brainwave entrainment in dyslexic readers could be a way of priming neuronal networks in the brain to be optimally receptive to reading.

There is evidence for significant improvements in reading scores (speed and comprehension), selective attention, both visual and auditory working memory, and phonological processing in dyslexics from discrimination training in visual motion perception when conducted relative to a stationary background frame of reference, thereby being an effective training stimulus to improve magno-parvo integration deficits at both early and higher levels of motion processing ([@B147]; [@B148]). The background frame of reference entrains motion discrimination, since it repeats at the same periodicity (harmonically-related) as the test pattern moving left or right ([@B149]). Increasing the ease of magno-parvo integration by oscillatory entrainment of motion discrimination facilitates figure/ground discrimination within a wider window of focused attention, improving reading skills by strengthening coupled theta/gamma and alpha/gamma activity ([@B147]; [@B148]).

In addition, the possibility of a multi-modal auditory and visual temporal sampling deficit in dyslexia opens the door for remedial cross-domain behavioral entrainment. For example, auditory entrainment (typically a rhythmic pulse) has been shown to improve temporal allocation of visual attention ([@B218]) as well as conscious visual processing ([@B219]). Furthermore, cross-domain motor-to-auditory entrainment can be seen with tactile behavioral tasks ([@B204]). Along with entrainment in the visual and auditory domains, behavioral entrainment that also incorporates the motor-kinaesthetic domain might optimally enhance phase-locking required for reading. Remarkably, studies have demonstrated a remedial effect of playing action video games (AVGs) -- which by design incorporate rapid and repetitive auditory, visual and motor stimulation -- in children with dyslexia. After two weeks of daily AVG playing, children with dyslexia have demonstrated significant improvements in attentional and reading abilities ([@B72]), reading speed -- without any cost in reading accuracy ([@B72]), word recognition, visuo-spatial attention, visual-to-auditory attention shifting ([@B73]), phonological decoding and short-term phonological memory ([@B73]; [@B71]). Furthermore, AVG players show improvements in dorsal processing, including motion discrimination ([@B115]) and contrast sensitivity ([@B161]). Given the high-temporal low-spatial visual and auditory characteristics of AVGs, as well as the high-temporal motor-kinaesthetic response necessitated when playing, it is possible that AVGs stimulate oscillations across sensory domains in multi-modal magnocellular pathway.

Could Magnocellular Oscillatory Impairment Underlie the Auditory and Motor Deficits in Dyslexia? {#S9.SS3}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Magnocells are not unique to the visual system, and communication between the visual and auditory domains, which is essential for rapid visuo-phonological mapping during reading, may occur via magnocellular oscillations. Magnocellular layers are also found in the medial geniculate body (MGB) of the auditory thalamus ([@B282]). Action potentials of MGB magnocells are tone-evoked and have the capacity for rapid development of discharge plasticity in response to auditory signals, enabling the temporal sequencing of transient sounds ([@B81]; [@B282]). Furthermore, synaptic communication between sensory domains relies heavily on temporal sampling ([@B282]), and there is significant evidence that oscillatory entrainment in response to behavioral stimuli occurs simultaneously in the auditory and visual domains ([@B41]; [@B33]; [@B100]; [@B183]; [@B122]). As well as auditory input, the magnocellular MGB receives visual afferents, contributing to a cross-sensory "conditional circuitry" ([@B81]; [@B282]). Conversely, the PPC receives auditory as well as dorsal stream visual input. Furthermore, cross-modal oscillatory communication appears to occur with gamma synchronization ([@B65]), consistent with evidence of gamma involvement in reading and dyslexia ([@B155]). Thus, as well as enabling cognitive processing during reading, gamma oscillations might be integral to neuronal interaction between the visual and auditory pathways.

Beyond auditory and visual processing difficulties, children with dyslexia often display difficulties with fine motor skills ([@B192]; [@B63]), balance ([@B192]) and articulation (which requires verbal motor-kinaesthetic skills) ([@B63]). As well as oculomotor control during reading, magnocells are involved in generalized motor signals ([@B130]; [@B216]; [@B256]), and it has been suggested that the motor deficits in dyslexia are also the result of a damaged magnocellular network ([@B241]; [@B239]).

A possible region of interest for future investigations into a multi-modal magnocellular entrainment deficit could be the posterior parietal cortex. The PPC is in one way a "hub" for cross-domain neuronal interactions -- it receives visual, auditory and somatosensory input, as well as processing premotor signals. Differences between dyslexic and non-dyslexic readers in processing temporal information in the magnocellular layers of the PPC would support the hypothesis of a multimodal magnocellular oscillatory network.

Conclusion {#S10}
==========

Like the temporal sampling of syllabic speech-sounds hypothesized in the auditory TSF, visual processing of text requires the rapid serial sampling of text. This occurs via sequential fixations that enable effective coordination of the cognitive visual process required to read, e.g., visual attention, feature binding and spatial coding ([@B44]; [@B210]; [@B259], [@B262]; [@B265], [@B266]; [@B197], [@B198]; [@B62], [@B61]; [@B227]; [@B196]; [@B188]). Given that text is a static stimulus, temporal coding occurs via rapid processing of visual information that is gathered during saccades and fixations. It has been highlighted that during reading, these fixations occur every 200--300 ms ([@B210]) -- a theta frequency ([@B196]). Here we propose that this is reflective of theta synchronized oscillatory activity in lower-order areas of the visual pathway, mirroring the auditory domain's theta synchronization in response to speech sounds. However, dyslexic readers demonstrate significant differences in oculomotor control during reading, with no regular rhythm of saccades and fixations. We suggest that this signifies a deficit in visual temporal sampling of text and synchronization of oscillatory populations -- specifically magnocellular populations in the dorsal stream. Given the evidence for differences in gamma synchronization between typical and dyslexic readers in higher order dorsal stream areas, along with evidence for a functional cross-frequency coupling relationship between theta and gamma oscillations, we suggest that theta and gamma oscillations couple along the dorsal stream to enable coding of text.

We have presented two alternate hypotheses for a magno-dorsal theta-gamma TSF. Model 1 is a bottom-up neuronal entrainment that directly parallels temporal sampling of spoken language in the auditory domain. In this model, we hypothesize that theta frequency eye movements during reading might entrain theta phase-locking in magnocellular populations, initiating theta--gamma coupling along the magno-dorsal pathway for the higher-order processing of text. Conversely, dyslexic readers who have unstable eye movements during reading might have no stable theta stimulus to entrain to, resulting in impaired theta phase-locking and a theta-gamma coupling deficit. The alternative hypothesis, Model 2, is a dynamic oscillatory network where theta and gamma oscillations interact in a top-down-bottom-up neuronal circuit. This visual TSF involves goal orientated "top-down" gamma signals from higher-order visual processing which couple with theta oscillatory activity in lower-order areas. Temporal sampling of text at a theta frequency may bolster theta oscillatory synchronization and reinforce coupling to gamma as visual input is fed back along the dorsal and ventral streams for higher-order processing.

The unique characteristics of magnocells suggest magnocellular oscillations play a key role in spatio-temporal capture and coding of text. Thus, a visual neuronal network which is hindered due to magnocellular anomalies in dyslexia may not only account for difficulties in low-spatial/high-temporal frequency processing, but also be the theoretical link between the TSF and magno-dorsal deficit hypotheses of dyslexia. Future testing of the presented hypotheses of a magno-dorsal TSF may begin to unite a number of disparate areas of visual processing and dyslexia to provide a cohesive, neurophysiological model of dyslexia.
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For convenience, from this point on, we will use the term "magno-dorsal" as we recognize that it is difficult to disentangle impairments in the cellular makeup (magno) of the dorsal pathway from functioning of the pathway itself.
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